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ENQUIRIES AND RESPONSES #1  
NWIT-18-20 

Boyd Street & Derwent Way Roadway 
Lighting & Fibre Optic Infrastructure 

New Westminster, BC 
 

 ANSWERS TO SUBMITTED QUESTIONS 

Q1 On drawing STL-02 there is a dot line square area with description of “REFER TO CITY OF 
NEW WESTMINSTER PROJECT # TBD / GNEC PROJECT # 18BC-0020 FOR 
INTERSECTION DETAILED DESIGN”. We tried hard to find this drawing in tender package 
but couldn’t find it. Could you please provide it or indicate which part of the activities inside the 
square belongs to this contract and which doesn’t as there some activities going on inside the 
square like traffic lightings, crossing road cablings, kiosk and junction boxes? 

A1 The intersection detailed design is not part of this project, it is a separate project which is 
development driven.  At the time of streetlighting design, it was anticipated the intersection 
would be complete first. However, the intersection works will now come after the streetlighting 
works, therefore Addendum #3 has been issued to add conduit from the southern most proposed 
streetlight on Derwent Way to the nearest signal Junction Box at the intersection of Ewen Ave 
and Derwent Way per the attached and fibre conduit extended as well with the addition of one 
new box install.  Revision clouds are shown for changes in the addendum drawings. Please refer 
to Addendum #3 posted separately.  

 
Q2 Could you please provide more info on rewiring on existing conduits or confirm that there is not 

rewiring required on segment between Wood Street and Boyne Street, Boyne Street crossing and 
the segment between the two existing lighting poles on Boyne Street? 

A2 Between Wood St and Boyne St there is only existing empty conduit installed for street lighting 
which was previously installed with the fibre conduit shown, the scope between these streets is to 
find and intercept the existing streetlighting conduit with 3 new lighting bases and poles then pull 
in and connect new wires as shown in the drawings. 

 
Q3 As there is no info mentioned about fibre optic cable in the package, please clarify if Owner will 

provide the fibre optic cable and the contractor installs it or the contractor just needs to install the 
conduit only? Please provide the info on fibre optic cable if the Owner is to provide it. 

A3 Fibre optic cables will be installed by the City at a later date, the fibre conduit scope is for supply 
and installation of the conduit (c/w pull string) and tracer wire alongside. 
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